Two mechanisms underlying inhibition of return.
Inhibition of return (IOR) refers to slower reaction times to targets presented at previously stimulated or inspected locations. Taylor and Klein (J Exp Psychol Hum Percept Perform 26(5):1639-1656, 2000) showed that IOR can affect either attentional/perceptual or motor processes, depending on whether the oculomotor system is in a quiescent or in an activated state, respectively. If the motoric flavour of IOR is truly non-perceptual and non-attentional, no IOR should be observed when the responses to targets are not based on spatial information. In the present experiments, we demonstrated that when the eyes moved to the peripheral cue and back to centre before the target appeared (to generate the motoric flavour), IOR was observed in detection tasks, for which the spatial location is an integral feature of the onset that is reported, but not in colour discrimination tasks, for which the outcome of a non-spatial perceptual discrimination is reported. When eye movements were prevented, both tasks showed robust IOR. We, therefore, conclude that the motoric flavour of IOR, elicited by oculomotor activation, does not affect attention or perceptual processing.